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Dr. 

Fresh Composition 1 
Nature Is Our Mother 

Who are the culprits in letting this polar bear and its cub on a sheet of ice 

and snow in the middle of ice-cold ocean? The polar bears seem to be 

frightened and hanging dearly to the floating ice. Someone is responsible for 

them losing their carefree life. The polar bear illustration showing a mom 

bear and its cub caught my eye and prompted me to write the following 

assay on global warming. 

In glance looking at the picture, it is hard to imagine and think about global 

warming and its ramifications for the existence and survival of life on earth. 

However, many people who observe the picture in close perspective and 

inspection will respond that the global warming is the culprit for the bear’s 

plight. It is hard to ignore the loud cries emanating from the bears in a sea of

utter silence. I am sure that one can also smell the snow melting into the 

seawaters. Some people, looking at the snow, might get the pleasant taste of

pure water. I wish that I could touch the white flowing feathery hairs of the 

cuddly bear cub. Again, the thought of what the papa bear may do with its 

powerful teeth and nails, if I get near its cub, paralyzes me. 

For some people, who hear about the global warming for the first time, the 

visual and the response may seem ridiculous. However, according to the 

British " Daily Mail" reported on March 3rd, global warming has been a 

growing threat to the biological survival and existence. Unless, we as 

humanity respond and act appropriately, life on earth may not exist, as we 

know it now in the future. Most life on earth can perish or suffer dire 
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consequences. The polar bears are the most typical victims of global 

warming. The picture released in August shows, a polar bear and its cub 

helplessly sit on a continuously melting and shrinking ice floe. The bears are 

swept rapidly away from the land. This picture is an excellent depiction to 

prove the existence of global warming and how it can destroy the world. The 

picture can be an eye opener for those who still refuse to believe in global 

warming. 

The photographer, Eric Lefranc, captured this picture when the temperature 

was about five degrees above zero. This polar bear mother with her 

approximately nine months old children went out to hunt tasty seals. All the 

bears went up to a large lounge on an ice floe. However, the ice floe floated 

to Norway Svalbard Olga Strait fast，and constantly shrunk, which led to 

polar bear and cubs continue to the middle back, their faces looking very 

sad. The polar bear mother is trying desperately to keep the ice balance and 

stability to protect the frightened child. Polar bear mother is located in the 

center of the photograph, with her strong body protecting her son or 

daughter. Eyes gazing into the distance and seems to be looking for ways to 

bring his cub back to the shore. Polar bear mother's efforts allow us to see at

this time she is the sole reliance for her son. The picture also describes 

global warming as a menace and can result in the occurrence of accidents 

depicted. 

The bear cub snuggled beside his mother and both of them stood on the 

white ice all alone and helpless watching the bright ice away from the shore. 

Could not we hear the whines of helplessness from the little polar bear? Polar

bears are usually excellent swimmers. However, since the ice is 20 
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kilometers from the shore, they are unable to swim ashore. Now the cub can 

only rely on the power of his mother, to protect him from being hurt. The 

biggest threat to polar bears is raising temperatures that will cause their 

body temperature to rise. If they swim too fast, polar bears could be drown 

and killed. As stated earlier, global warming has been a growing threat to the

biological survival and polar bear is the most typical victims. 

The fresh air in the picture, the warmth of the sun, as if in the irony of it all, 

let the whole picture more miserable. Look at the distant place of the smooth

sea, a circle ripple impels the ice piece to be farther away from the shore. 

The endless sea reveals the helpless and confused state of this mother-child.

That circle ripple probably causes the entire picture to present one kind of 

the tense atmosphere. That float ice part can melt probably as necessary, 

and then greets the result that they possibly are unable to accept. This time, 

polar bear mother deep awareness, she needs to use her strong arms to 

protect her son. She now is her son's only protector and dependence. 

Finally, this picture is not described in the animal world as the mother's great

effort, but it explains the dangers of global warming to polar bears and even 

the whole world. It is hard to imagine that if global warming continues, how 

many kinds of animals will disappear from this world. Stopping global 

warming is what people now have to work hard and complete the task. Both 

the Government bodies and individuals need to work hard to do things to 

protect our mother Earth. The Earth and its environment need to be 

protected from destruction caused by global warming. To restore the beauty 

of our world with our hands, the polar bears no longer need to stand alone 

on the ice. 
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